Abstract—In the last couple of years software functionality of modern cars increased dramatically. This growing functionality leads directly to a higher complexity of development and configuration. Current studies show that the amount of software will continue to grow. Additionally, advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) and autonomous functionality, such as highly and fully automated driving or parking, will be introduced. Many of these new functions require access to different communication domains within the car, which increases system complexity. AUTOSAR, the software architecture established as a standard in the automotive domain, provides no methodologies to reduce this kind of complexity and to master new challenges. One solution for these evolving systems is developed in the RACE project. Here, a centralized platform computer (CPC) is introduced, which is inspired by the well-established approach used in other domains like avionics and automation. The CPC establishes a generic safety-critical execution environment for applications, providing interfaces for test and verification as well as a reliable communication infrastructure to smart sensors and actuators. A centralized platform also significantly reduces the complexity of integration and verification of new applications, and enables the support for Plug&Play.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past 30 years, information and communication technology (ICT) has made significant innovations in automotive construction possible: from the anti-lock braking system in 1978 to electronic stability control in 1995 and emergency brake assist in 2010. Accordingly, ICT, and especially its software, has expanded significantly, from about 100 lines of code (LOC) in the 1970s to as much as ten million LOC.

The increase in size and complexity of the software is driven by the increasing number of software functions which emerge from single stand-alone application to a tightly interacting distributed system. The high complexity and the distribution of software functions over many different ECUs and bus systems leads to high cost for developing and testing functionality. This complexity is additionally increased by the introduction of technology like X-by-wire driven by the demands to realize highly and fully automated driving functionality.

One approach to reduce system complexity is to partition applications and their interactions into different domains / clusters as depicted in Figure 1, which is only sufficient as long as these domains / clusters only rarely interact and as long as the number of functions inside a cluster stay manageable.

In a recent study [1], we investigated the future use of software in electric vehicles and how the automotive ICT architecture will evolve in the next 20 years. The study was focused on electric cars, but its results can be mapped to cars with internal combustion engines. The study identified several architectural changes to satisfy the three essential capabilities: zero accidents, Plug&Play and always-on. For zero accidents like driver assistance up to autonomous driving require access to many functions located in different domains so the approach to partition these functions into domains is not sufficient anymore to keep the complexity low.

The complexity will even increase by the need for fail-operational behavior which will be required by most of the highly and fully automated driving functionality. To provide Plug&Play in the field even for safety critical applications, the system architecture needs to provide capabilities to guarantee extra functional properties for resource utilization, safety and security. In addition, methods need to be provided by the system for testing single functions by separating them from the remaining system.

![Fig. 1. Transition from functional domains and Ethernet backbone to a Vehicle Control Computer](http://www.projekt-race.de/)
generic safety mechanisms as well as an execution platform with time and space partitioning for applications running on the same HW and having different ASIL classifications. The communication between applications is decoupled using the publisher subscriber communication pattern [2].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section II challenges for a reliable system architecture are elaborated and a system design is derived. According to the system design, a suitable software architecture is presented in Section III. A selection of related work is discussed in Section IV. The paper is concluded in Section V by a summary of the results and the future work showing the new options provided by this approach.

II. PROPOSED VEHICULAR ARCHITECTURE

As discussed in the introduction, new automotive architecture must support an increasing amount of new driver assistance functionality, such as predictive advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) up to highly and fully automated driving, parking and charging. These changes in society drive the high level requirements for a new system architecture of modern cars.

This will force the replacement of existing combination of functionality and sensors by a centralized platform computer (CPC), which executes all high-level functionality. Sensors and actuators will become smart but still responsible for the low-level control tasks. These sensors and actuators are executing high-level control commands calculated by applications deployed on vehicle control-computers (VCCs), the ECU-items of the central platform computer. The interconnection of these smart components and the VCCs is done by a high-bandwidth communication backbone, such as Ethernet.

The main goal of the architecture is to support fail-operational behavior in combination with a flexible assignment of software components to computers enabling easy integration of additional software functions. According to ISO 26262 [3], ASIL-D including fail-operational safety requirements must be fulfilled. This requires a redundant power supply (blue and red lines in Figure 2a), a redundant communication infrastructure and redundant controllers.

A. Hardware components

In addition to cables, battery system and electric motors, the system is setup by a variety of subassemblies, which can be sender and receiver of data at the same time (smart sensors / actuators), as shown in Figure 2. These subassemblies are our smart components directly connected to the communication backbone. Subassemblies can directly process raw data, react on stimuli, conduct automatic-monitoring, or put local control loops into action. They are also flexible in their configuration and provide standardized interfaces, which allow an optimal adaption to specific tasks. Subassemblies can be built-up by commercial-of-the-shelf or problem-specific components, such as ASICS, DSPs, or FPGAs.

These subassemblies are interconnected with a centralized platform computer (CPC), which describes a computing element that consists of multiple VCCs (Vehicle Control Computers), see Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Meta Model of the Central Platform Computer (CPC)

One type of control computer is a duplex control-computer and therefore considered using the abbreviation DCC. The main task of the DCC is to execute control functionality. To guarantee fail-safe, a DCC has two execution lanes and both execution lanes monitor input and output data mutually. When an error occurred their results will be discarded. To guarantee fail-operational behavior, at least a second DCC is required to take over the control tasks after the first one failed. The DCCs are built-up with high-performance multi-core systems and are interconnected with an Ethernet backbone [4]. The other type of control computer is a simplex control-computer (SCC), which has only one execution lane and is not capable to ensure fail-safe features.

The proposed vehicular architecture uses a variety of aggregates (smart sensors / actuators), which share their data and
control specific commands collected through the CPC. To collect and distribute the information in the system, a communication infrastructure is needed. For safety-critical functionality, particularly X-by-wire, this communication infrastructure must provide fail-operational behavior, thus a network infrastructure coming with redundant data paths as well as guaranteed latency and bandwidth.

In parallel, new types of sensors, e.g., stereo cameras, and infotainment systems like on-board Internet, TV, or a top-view parking assistant increase the required network bandwidth. At the same time, unit costs and cabling weight play an important role in automotive applications. For data rate intensive systems (e.g., camera based ADAS) costs of Ethernet are extreme low compared to the provided data rate, as shown in [5]. For redundancy, the RACE network uses a single Ethernet-based ring topology, as shown in Figure 2b. The Ethernet-switches are integrated in the VCCs and aggregates. Both directions of the ring are used to realize disjoint paths, thus a parallel redundant network is not necessary.

As there is no real physical independence between the two directions on the same ring, babbling idiots meaning computers that send arbitrary messages could trouble both paths. Novel “network fuses” solve that issue. “Slightly out of specification” errors are implicitly solved by the switched Ethernet architecture, which does not use a shared communication medium, but individual links between nodes. To reduce cabling length, a combination of one “inner ring”, which incorporates the VCCs to a central platform computer, and one or more “outer rings” to connect the aggregates can be installed. The inner ring is needed to allow a cross check between all VCCs.

Each network node is connected with its neighbors by two communication links, resulting in ring architecture. The information is sent through both directions in the same ring (red and blue lines are representing the clockwise and counterclockwise direction in Figure 2b), which avoids a loss of information if one link in the ring is broken and thus guarantees availability. At the same time, safety critical messages are sent in a normal and an inverted characteristic in both directions to guarantee consistency amongst the DCCs to a very high degree. A message is valid if and only if both messages received over one link are identical in their representation, i.e., the consistent message matches its inversion. This enables a receiver to validate the message according to correct transmission as CRC methods do not detect errors with residual error probability. If no message or no valid pair of messages was received from one direction, the other redundant direction cares for the availability of data.

The outer ring does not necessarily need to be a closed ring by design, for assemblies without fail-operational requirements the ring can be left open and thus will become a simple daisy-chain (compare green “optional” links in Figure 2).

Unlike the heavy and expensive Ethernet cables and plugs known from office-environments, the RACE-Ethernet uses the BroadR-Reach [6] technology standardized by the OPEN Alliance SIG, which uses single twisted pair cables. The mixed-criticality communication system supports two entirely different traffic classes, which are realized on standard Ethernet frames.

The first traffic class is designed for cyclic communication of sensor and control data, especially for safety critical data. To guarantee the Quality of Service, the frames are sent redundantly as described above. To reach a lower transport delay, the frame size is limited to 250 bytes. Within this first traffic class different priorities, e.g., for CPC-internal and aggregate-frames, can be established.

The second traffic class is used for bulk traffic, which uses the whole Ethernet frame length and is sent on demand. These acyclic messages are used for updates of system firmware or other software components, streaming data (e.g., camera data), or bigger control and sensor data like navigation data. For those frames, no guarantee for latency is given and no redundant frames are sent, but therefore they can be sent without knowing anything about their traffic patterns in advance, just using the bandwidth not occupied by safety-critical frames. Within this second class, different priorities, e.g., for video-streams, can be established, too.

The impact of acyclic data on cyclic data is limited through prioritization and the preemption mechanism standardized in the IEEE 802.1 TSN (Time sensitive networks, formerly known as AVB generation 2) Group [7]. For high-end requirements, the Time-aware shaper will be available. The required synchronization is met with IEEE 1588v2 [8] transparent clocks. The benefit is that all required features can be covered with off-the-shelf standard hardware, empowered by the RACE RTE. When the requirements are raised in future, the network can - partly or completely - be shifted to Gigabit Ethernet.

B. Middleware-based Approach

The proposed software architecture is designed with different components, which provide automotive specific services, such as plausibility checks or frame unpacking. This design is influenced by decoupling and analytic decisions, as given in [3]. A middleware, which defines the Runtime Environment (RTE) together with the operating system, drivers, and components providing services (as depicted in Figure 4), interconnects all system components. A full version of the RTE runs on all VCCs of the central computer, but can also be used on smart sensors and actuators in a tailored version to provide rudimentary functionality.

III. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

![Fig. 4. RACE Runtime Environment (RTE) Layout](image-url)
The middleware uses a data-centric approach. Thereby, a combination of current existing data elements represents the active vehicle state. Data is not delivered directly from a sender to a receiver, instead a publisher provides the data and subscriber can register to the data (Publish-Subscribe [9]). The data-centric approach enables a decoupling of applications from the infrastructure components, e.g., the network or the ECU. To represent various information of a vehicle, e.g., velocity or exterior temperatures, different data types, so-called topics are pre-defined. These topics are used for the communication among software components over hardware boundaries. Wire format and data conversion are encapsulated by middleware services. A fail-operational system requires deterministic execution or termination time of a calculation. Thus, the applications are executed in cyclic manner with a defined duration, e.g., 10ms. At the beginning of each cycle data values are copied from the middleware to the application and before a cycle ends all results are copied back to the middleware.

A. Application Design

Utilizing the middleware as a basic execution, communication and safety layer, the complexity of developing applications is significantly reduced. In the RACE context an application is usually realized by one or more application components. Each application component contributes to realize a functional feature of the automotive application. The bundle of functions required to realize an application is called automotive function.

Application components are black-boxes for the RACE Runtime Environment having ports for communication similar to the actor oriented design [10] depicted in Figure 5. To support layering, these black-boxes might however have nested invisible sub-components.

To provide advanced tooling support, e.g., for deployment during system assembly and for Plug&Play, applications are described using models [11], so called Manifests. These Manifests contain information about the application components and their external communication by defining the required or provided data at each port by specifying the published respectively subscribed topics. In addition to the topics, attributes are defined that describe the provided or assumed data instances in detail.

In order to decide the composability of applications and to obtain valid configurations of the RTE, additional pieces of information are required, such as worst case execution time (WCET) or automotive safety integrity level (ASIL). This information is also part of the Manifest. As an automotive application may be realized by multiple components, the Manifest contains information about each specific component as well as higher level information about the whole application.

Fig. 5. Application component

Based on the information stored in the Manifests during Function development, a suitable deployment of the applications onto the platform is generated as depicted in Figure 6.

Part of the deployment is the location of the applications on the platform as well as the interconnection of components, the so called wiring [12] or logical routing. The wiring is a matching based on the specified topics and attributes of the component ports. In addition a safety and timing verification is performed.

IV. RELATED WORK

A. Communication

1) AFDX: AFDX (Avionics Full-Duplex Switched Ethernet) [13], ARINC 664 standard network, is an Ethernet-based communication system designed for safety-critical applications, particularly in aircrafts. It uses a time-based scheduler which can be compared to ATM networks or PROFINET IRT. The physical topology of AFDX is based on a central switch, thus called a star architecture. The central switch has a point-to-point connection to every network node and monitors timing and bandwidth of those. To achieve fail-operational behavior, AFDX uses two redundant independent networks with two network interfaces per node, two central switches, and two parallel network links to every node, one from each central switch. AFDX is established in avionics.

2) Flexray: Flexray [14] is a communication bus designed for automotive applications. The Flexray Consortium disbanded in 2009, but the specification is still available and currently being transferred into an ISO standard. It provides data rates up to 10 Mbit/s. The communication protocol is similar to the Time Triggered Protocol. Basically it is a TDMA schedule, which offers an optional dynamic segment to transport event-triggered data. Flexray is a communication bus with a shared medium, while the topology can be line or star. To achieve redundancy, two parallel buses are required. Flexray is developed for and established in automotive applications.
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3) TTEthernet: TTEthernet [15] is one approach to extend Ethernet with real-time capabilities by adding a time triggered communication scheme on top. Due to its costs and the usage of specialized hardware components TTEthernet is not used in the authors’ approach.

4) AVB: AVB [16] is a general term for a set of protocols which are standardized within the IEEE 802.1 AV Audio/Video Bridging Task Group. AVB generation 1 is an already finalized standard, which allows time-synchronized low-latency streaming through Ethernet networks. While AVB is aiming on audio and video streams, the idea of a data transport with guaranteed bandwidth and latency via standardized components immediately sparked interest in industrial automation and automotive applications. As AVB gen 1 does not yet ideally fulfill the requirements for control data, the currently developed AVB gen 2 standard, which is officially called TSN (Time Sensitive Networks), is expected to do. The preemption mechanism, which will be used in RACE, provides low latency for high priority packets, without the need for precise synchronization of the nodes and without the need for a complex traffic planning.

Nevertheless, precise synchronization is available using the 1588v2 [17] protocol with one-step transparent clock mechanism, which allows precise time-stamping in hardware and forwarding the sync messages without burdening the CPU with interrupts. The additional Time Aware Shaper will provide similar performance as other TDMA schedulers. A layer 2 routing mechanism, which allows for disjoint paths through arbitrary network topologies, is under development as well. As AVB and TSN are standardized in an IEEE task group, arbitrary network topologies, is under development as well.

B. System architecture alternatives

1) IMA: The Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) [18] represents real-time computer network airborne system, which consists of a number of computing modules of supporting numerous applications of different criticality levels. This concept replaces numerous separate processors and line replaceable units (LRU) with fewer, more centralized processing units. It also simplifies the development process of avionics software by its modular design. The structure of the network modules and API is standardized for accessing hardware and network resources. This improves the integration of new developed hardware and software components into existing or newly designed systems. Application developers can focus on the Application layer and need not to handle lower-level software layers, which in turn reduces the risk of faults occurring in these lower-levels.

The resulting complexity, which is added to the system by mixed-criticality at hardware and software resource level, requires a new system. Partitioning is the solution used by ARINC to segregate mixed-criticality applications. Our approach is similar to this one, but differs in the usage of Ethernet instead of the high costly AFDX communication network.

2) AUTOSAR: The AUTOSAR standard [19] describes a platform, which allows implementing future vehicle applications and minimizes the current barriers between functional domains. It will be possible to map functions and functional networks to different control nodes in the system, almost independently from the associated hardware. Therefore, AUTOSAR introduced a Run-Time Environment (RTE), which implements together with the operation system, AUTOSAR COM, and other Basic Software Modules the concept of Virtual Functional Bus (VFB). The VFB interfaces realizes the communication between AUTOSAR software components, thus the RTE encompasses both the variable elements of the system infrastructure as well as standardized services.

Communication in AUTOSAR can be categorized by sender-receiver, message passing facility, or client-server, which provides function invocation. Communication is provided not only on a task basis (intra-task and inter-task) of the same partition, but also as a paradigm to exchange data between partitions and ECUs. Partitioning was introduced in version 4.1 of AUTOSAR [19] in order to enhance safety and support ISO 26262 [3]. AUTOSAR applications and RTE is configured during design phase and then deployed on the ECU as it is. In contrast to AUTOSAR where the whole system must be replaced when new functionality is integrated, the RACE system supports the installation of new functionality without replacing the whole RTE.

3) ARINC 653: ARINC 653 [20] is the baseline operating environment for application software used within IMA and traditional ARINC 700-series avionics. It specifies a general-purpose APEX (APplication/EXecutive) interface between the Operating System (O/S) of an avionics computer resource and the application software. The basic philosophy of ARINC 653 consists of partitioning, which executes applications independent for fault containment by functional separation, and software decomposition. Communication between partitions is realized independent of the location of either source or destination partition. Thereby portability is ensured. Message exchange between two applications is identical regardless of whether the applications reside on the same module, or on different modules. Therefore, the standard uses a logical connection of channels and ports to describe the interconnections of applications in the same partition, in different partition, or on different hardware components. Additional mechanisms, such as buffers, blackboards, semaphores, and events, are used to establish intra-partition communication.

Similar to AUTOSAR, ARINC 653 uses partitioning to guarantee safety support and provides a fault containment, which separates faulty applications from good ones in the same partition without interference. ARINC 653 does not provide any possibility to update the system with new functionality after deployment similar to AUTOSAR.

4) SIMATIC: SIMATIC [21], Siemens automation standard, integrates automation solutions based on programmable logic controller (PLC) into a business environment. A central data storage embedded in a Master Control Station collects all configurations and other system specific information communicated by PROFINET and IWLAN networks. SIMATIC systems allow integration of high-performance or complex applications, such as closed-loop control, cam control, or motion control. All these functionality is supported by fast but reliable operations based on a fail-safe communication link and a redundant system design. Correct system behavior of safety modules and standard components is monitored by diagnostic functionality, which can be activated without programming the specific module under test.
The SIMATIC architecture relies on standardized communication protocols and compatible HW, which is not in common use within vehicles. For these reasons we re-use some of the successful concepts (like cyclic data images, manifests, central processing concepts), but not off-the-shelf hardware.

V. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we showed the inadequateness of current automotive ICT architectures for future requirements driven by new, complex advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), functions for autonomous driving and parking as well as by after-market extendibility. To cope with these challenges, the RACE ICT architecture, a system architecture based on a centralized platform computer in combination with smart sensors and actuators was proposed and elaborated in context of relevant related work like IMA and ARINC 653.

The key aspect of the RACE system and software architecture is a middleware based approach providing a reconfigurable, QoS-aware real-time system with means of safety, security and reliability build on top of a suitable duo-duplex hardware with an Ethernet communication ring. The configurability provided by the RACE RTE supports methodologies to simply reconfigure a deployed system to handle faults as well as to install new, even safety critical applications by the user.

Finally, the resulting RACE RTE will be deployed to a prototypical electric car to verify and prove the applicability within real world scenarios.
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